
Modern Health’s personalized care and global reach 


calms COVID stress at Udemy 

As an online education and teaching marketplace with more than 155,000 courses and 

40 million students, Udemy is a big believer in learning. 


When the COVID-19 pandemic hit in spring 2020, Udemy’s people team sought to learn 

from its employees—specifically, about how they were feeling. HR issued a pulse survey, 

and the workforce responded with a collective sentiment summed up by Cara Brennan 

Allamano, Senior Vice President of People at Udemy: “I love my job,” employees said, “but 

parts of my life aren't going great—especially in terms of burnout, financial stress, and 

mental health.” 




Survey results in hand, Allamano and Udemy Benefits Lead Emily Duff set out to find a 

mental health benefits package for the team. Until that point, said Duff, “We were pushing 

people to our EAP—but that didn't feel like the right solution. We weren't confident in the 

depth of services our employees would get out of a traditional EAP.”


The team researched options and compared vendors. They knew what they wanted: care 

tailored to the unique needs of individuals, support for dependents, and a global reach for 

an international workforce. “We had a requirements list and hard data in front of us, and 

at the end of the day, it was a no-brainer to go with Modern Health,” said Duff. 


The initial requirement for tailored care was born out of Udemy’s people-first worldview. 

“We have the privilege at Udemy of being very employee-centric,” said Allamano. “We 

believe if you prioritize investing in employees, you're going to have a return on that 

investment.” When it comes to mental health, that means comprehensive care for the 

entire workforce—not just the subset with clinically diagnosable conditions. That’s why 

Modern Health offers something for everyone, from on-demand digital wellness programs 

like meditations and sleep help to in-app coaching calls and clinical therapy. “We loved 

the personalization and how human-centric and intuitive Modern Health is,” said Duff. 


“ We've gotten some feedback that's been truly 
heartwarming...People were already getting value 
out of Modern Health after just one month. Both as  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Udemy’s second need—for a mental health solution with support for dependents—was driven by the pandemic’s work-from-

home mandate. When Udemy employees transitioned to remote work, many struggled trying to balance their personal and 

professional lives. "We knew we needed to go beyond just the employee, because we are now part of this much larger 

ecosystem that includes family members, children, and housemates,” said Allamano. “We were looking for something to help 

our larger communities.”


Udemy’s third requirement was for mental health care for its entire employee population spread all over the world. Modern 

Health has provided the same level of care to all member employees—in the U.S. and abroad—since its inception, and now 

offers a network of coaches and therapists using 50 languages in more than 55 countries. “It’s so important that Modern Health 

is a solution our global teammates, and their families, can take advantage of,” said Duff. 

Udemy's mission is to create new possibilities for people and organizations everywhere by connecting them to the knowledge 

and skills they need to succeed in a changing world. As a company so committed to the success of individuals and 

organizations, Udemy wanted each team member to use their new benefits to the fullest and to understand “how these 

resources can potentially have an amazing return for their personal lives and their families,” said Duff. When the Udemy 

executive team signed off on a new benefits package from Modern Health and financial wellness platform Origin, the Udemy 

team made a “big splash” at a company all-hands and followed up with webinars and interactive programming. “We wanted to 

grab people, to pull them into the narrative with us, and to give them transparency into why we sought out these benefits and 

the importance behind them.”


And the benefits have been important. More than 30% of Udemy employees have used their Modern Health benefits, and 

utilization has steadily increased over time. Of those using Modern Health, 77% have connected with a care option like one-on-

one coaching, therapy, or digital wellness tools, and 57% have used two or more modes of care. Of those Udemy employees who 

presented to Modern Health with combined symptoms of clinical depression, 60% experienced reliable clinical recovery after 

four or more sessions with a Modern Health therapist. And of those Udemy employees who presented to Modern Health with only 

mild to moderate mental health needs, 80% have maintained their mild to moderate status after utilizing Modern Health, despite 

experiencing a tumultuous year. 
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After more than one year with mental health benefits, Udemy employees have used Modern Health to improve work-life 

balance, manage stress, develop emotional resiliency skills, and more. “We've gotten some feedback that's been truly 

heartwarming,” said Duff. “People were already getting value out of Modern Health after just one month. Both as a benefits 

professional and as a human, that makes me so excited for what’s to come.”
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